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Introduction
These girls are so fresh their pussies still have a bit of that "new car" smell as they roll in off the runway.
Every new girl has to show valid ID to be considered and the ones who have gone beyond their
expiration date get turned away!

Adult Review
When models walk into the offices of Swank Magazine's studio one of the very first things they do is provide valid ID for the
company to make copies of. Fortunately for you Swank's staff is smart enough to keep a separate pile near their photocopier
for the girls who have just recently turned eighteen!
  
  These are some of the freshest faces, cleanest and least used pussies and most adorable innocent personalities that you will
find anywhere on the internet today. Many go from amateur modeling to their first filmed scene overnight and their maiden
voyage into the business is all captured by the camera for your entertainment as a member of this wondrous website.
  
  All of the affiliated properties of Swank including Velvet, Gent and D-Cup magazine are included in your one membership
price. The interface of their site does a nice job of sorting the content for you and there are plenty of images and clips to
download from each.
  
  The videos are offered in small segments and as whole movies which should make both dialup and broadband users happy.
All of the videos can be downloaded free of DRM coding so they can be saved forever on your hard drive which should make
everyone happy.
  
  Just18 has access to a great number of performers and models that you simply will not find elsewhere because their parent
company Swank signs them to exclusive contracts. That means while many sites claim to have exclusive content because it is
a new exclusive movie of a girl you have seen elsewhere many times, Just18 has true exclusive movies of girls you have
never seen anywhere else.
  
  At $24.95 a month Swank is even less expensive than many sites that offer far less content and Swank updates constantly.
They are so sure of the quality of their smut that they even offer you a 3 day limited access trial membership to all of their
content for only $5.95. While the trial is limited to the first page of most content and does not include archived smut it shows
how confident they are in their quality to let you in the door to have a look around. Still, take our word for it... if you plan to
join up we suggest you do it as a monthly member so you get full access to all they offer.
  
  As if their own content was somehow not enough, the fine folks at Just18 also provide you with plenty of bonus content
from great producers like Vivid and Hustler. Believe TheTongue, this membership will not leave you wondering where to
find more stuff to download.

Porn Summary
When they say Just18 they do not mean days away from nineteen. They mean these girls are so close to the edge of the
envelope that their bodies are barely finished flowering.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Hundreds of girls just barely 18 is all you need to know...'
Quality: 93  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 79
Support: 84 Unique: 75    Taste: 90        Final: 87
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Porn Sites Included
Swank Magazine (90) ,D Cup (88) ,Leg Action (83) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $5.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 280
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